list of the participants in 2013

A. Midreshet Ein Prat. – 12 participants in direct ongoing groups (series of meetings) and 150 in one-time conferences.

B. Yeshivat Mahanaim.- 21 participants in direct ongoing groups.

C. Metzilah - 14 participants in direct and 260 in one-time conferences.

D. Ministry of Social Affairs and Social Services – 8 participants in direct ongoing groups.

E. Amit Educational Network. – 12 participants in direct ongoing groups.

F. Alma : 14 participants in ongoing groups.

G. Hazon Movement – 13 participants in direct ongoing groups.

Sages (Partial list):

Israel Prize Winners

A. B. ("Bulli") Yehoshua (Novelist,), Prof. Michel Revel (Medicine), Prof. Asa Kasher [Ethics, Philosophy], Prof. Ruth Gavison (Law), Prof. Yona Rozenfeld (Social Work), Prof. Howard Cedar (Bio-chemist), Prof. Joseph Dan (Jewish Philosophy), Prof. Chaim Adler (Education), Prof. Feuerstein (Social science)

Prominent Leaders

Elie Wiesel (Nobbel Peace Price winner), Natan Sharansky (Chairman of the Jewish Agency Executive), R' Gilles Bernheim (Chief Rabbi of France), Prof. Alan Dershowitz (Harvard Law School, Prof' Irwin Cotler former (Minister of Justice and Attorney General of Canada) , ) Shay Piron Minister of Education of Israel), Avi Weiss (head of the Hebrew Institute), Rabbi Daniel Lehmann. ( president of Hebrew College), Nathan Englander (author), Dov Elbaum (Teacher, Author ,TV Host ,The Secular Yeshiva) , R' David Stav (Chief Rabbi of Shoha,. Chair. of the Yeshivot Hesder), Malka Piotrakovsky ( Lindenbaum Woman Yeshiva ), R' Yitzchak Sheilat (Rosh Yeshiva), R' Michael Melchior (Chief Rabbi of Norway ,former MK, ), R' Gilad Kariv,( Reform Movement In Israel), R' Dr. Einat Ramon (dean of conservative Schechter Rabbinical Seminary), Rabbi Dov Linzer(Rosh HaYeshiva the Yeshivat Chovevei Torah, R' Dr. Benjamin Lau (Center for Social Justice) R' David Bigman (Rosh Yeshiva) ,R' Dr. Yehuda Brandes ( Dean of Beit Morasha), Dr. M. Goodman, ( Head of Ein Prat College), Oded Kotler (Senior Theatre Director), Ehud Banai (Poet, Musician And Singer), Yaron London, (Senior Journalist And TV Host), Uri Shinar ) Former president Keshet Broad. Channel 2,( Kobi Oz, (Poet, Singer Song Writer), Ari Elon (Novelist, Secular Yeshiva), Ariel Horovitz ( Singer Song Writer), Keren Noibach, (Senior Journalist And Radio Host)
Senior Scholars

, Prof. Mordechai Kremnitzer, Prof. M. Halbertal, (Jewish Philosophy, Hebrew University), Prof. A. Raz-Kraozkin, (Interdiecep. Department, BGU), Prof. Noam Zohar (Jewish Philosophy, Bar-Ilan University), Dr. Aviad Hacohen (Dean of the Sha’arei Mishpat Academic College, professor of Law at Hebrew University of Jerusalem). Prof. M. Buzaglo, (Philosophy And Mathematics, Hebrew University)

Additional scholars (enlisted in the last few months)

Prof. Henri Atlan  Biophysicist and philosopher (National Advisory Committee on Ethics in the Life Sciences and Medicine in France), Rabbi Avraham Sherman, President Of The Rabbinical Court Of Appeals In Jerusalem. Prof. Almog Oz, Department Of Land Of Israel Studies, University Of Haifa. Dr. Daphna Hacker, Faculty Of Law, Tel Aviv University. Dr. Chen-Nardi, Dialog Institute. Prof. Alon Harel, Faculty Of Law, The Hebrew University. Adv. Suzan Weiss, Foudor Of The Center For Women’s Justice. Prof. Dany Statman, Department Of Philosophy, University Of Haifa. Prof. Ruth Halperin-Kadary, Head Of The Rackman Center For The Advancement Of Women's Status, Bar Ilan University. Prof. Michael Karayanni, The Bruce W. Wayne Chair In International Law, Faculty Of Law, The Hebrew University. Rabbi David Golinkin, Schechter Institute Of Jewish Studies. Shay Zarhi, Community Department, "Hamidrasha At Oranim". Dr. Hadar Lifshitz, Department Of Politics And Government, Ashkelon College. Dr. Avishalom Westreich, Law School, Academic Center Of Law And Business. Prof. Shahr Lifshotz, The Faculty Of Law, Bar Ilan University. Rabbi Jaacov Medan, Head Of "Yeshivat Hesder", Har Etsyon, Alon Shvut. Dr. Pnina Noibert, Faculty Of Law, Bar Ilan University.Prof. Shlomo Avinery, Department Of Political Science, Hebrew University. Dr. Ayelet Blecher-Prigat, Center For Child And Family Rights, Shaarei Mishpat College. Rabbi Naftaly Rotenberg, Van Leer Institute, Jerusalem. Prof Pinchas Shifman, Academic Center For Law And Business.